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Understanding Generational Gaps 
Remember the time when you had a fight with your parents and ended up with a conclusion that they 
didn't understand you as a person, whereas on the other hand, your friends seemed more sympathetic 
and able to grasp your thoughts and feelings easily. This phenomenon, in essence, may be linked to 
inter-generational gaps. 

As you approach the workplace, you may realize that this phenomenon will occur as you progress 
through your career. Some research studies concluded that generational gaps, in part, are due to the 
vast changes that took place in the world in the past 80 years as well as postponed retirement of older 
employees. Whatever the reasons are, the result is a melting pot of workers from different generations 
with different expectations in the workplace. 

For instance, the word 'communication' can mean: hand-written memo, telegram, telephone, fax, email, 
sms or videoconferencing, depending on the age group of the participants. In general, when working 
with others, you need to learn to understand and respect their thoughts and work etiquettes. 

Problem arises when there's a clash between the generations, which can result in productivity 
inefficiencies. Therefore, many organizations have recently encouraged their employees to undergo 
information sessions on topics like this one. 

This section will try to familiarize you with the traits and characteristics of the different generations. The 
information will hopefully enable you to bridge differences amongst your co-workers. A point to note is 
that some people may not fit into one category, they are more flexible and can adopt traits which are in-
between the categories. 

See the chart on Page 3 below for some common characteristics of people from various generations. 

Tips 
1. Be open about learning and understanding 

Everyone has different experiences and it is to your benefit to be open minded and learn about other people's 
unique life experiences. 

2. Do not stereotype 
Remember that not everyone falls into the generational categories. Be patient of and try to understand. 

3. Respect 
Show your respect to your fellow co-workers as this will bolster good working relationships and ease your 
career. 

4. Choose your method of delivery carefully 
For instance, if you are conveying a message, you can choose to email the Gen Xers and Nexters, but might 
want to do it face-to-face with the Boomers and Veterans as they might find emailing too impersonal. 
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Activities to Do On Your Own 
• Rent a classic old movie and compare it with another which is targeted to a younger audience. You might 

get an idea of what the people within these generations are interested in. 

• Volunteer at an old folk's home or participate in an elementary school student-mentoring program. This 
will allow you to mingle with people from different generations and broaden your insights to their lives, 
thoughts and interests. 

• Ask questions to your elderly relatives or family friends - ask about how it was like when they worked or 
what were their expectations then. 

• Reflect on life events, in the past 10 years, of a particular age group which you are engaging with. 

Other Resources 
• http://www.usatoday.com/money/jobcenter/workplace/communication/2002-11-15-communication-

gap_x.htm 

• http://www.canadaone.com/ezine/sept99/corporate_learning2.html 
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Characteristics of People from Various Generations 
Source: Dr. Linda Duxbury – Managing a Changing Workforce: Recruiting, Retaining, and Motivating Different 
Generations at Work. 2006 Western Leadership Conference 

 Veterans Boomers Gen Xers Nexters 

Birth Years  1927-1945  1946-1964  1965-1983  1984-2000  

Motivation  − satisfaction from job 
well done 

− don’t need praise 

− money 
− title 
− corner office 
− parking space 
− tangible recognition 

− security 
− money invested in 

development 
− freedom 

− work that is personally 
meaningful 

− multi-task 

Feedback  − no news is good news − give it formally & 
annually 

− immediate feedback to 
confirm job security 

− correct me before I 
make a mistake 

Balance  − phased in retirement 
− shorter week 
− don’t quite understand 

balance 

− help me balance 
− lend me an ear and 

listen 
− out of balance 

− give me balance 
− create policy that 

focuses on lifestyle 

− give me flexibility to 
balance 

− flexible schedules not 
‘stupid rules’ 

Job Change  − stigma of failure of 
some kind 

− puts me behind 
schedule 

− changes happen, it’s 
ok 

− changes are routine 
and expected 

Why they leave 
companies  

− most loyal 
− barometer of company 
− have problems 
− find out what is 

problem 

− don’t feel valued 
− feel as though they’ve 

hit a plateau 

− look at communication 
system 

− they don’t trust or 
believe your policies 
and follow-up 

− you oversold the job 
− it is not stimulating and 

there is not enough 
opportunity to learn 

Career views  − leave a legacy 
− have pride in 

organization 
− want to be a leader 

− excel at career 
− showcase of 

successes 
− high recognition 
− want to be involved 

with clients and 
communications 

− career must be 
portable 

− spend in career 
development 

− will begin to trust you 
and stay 

− many parallel careers 
− multi-skill and multi-

task 
− boomerang employees 

so don’t burn bridges 

Training attitudes  − I learned the hard way, 
so should you 

− if you train people too 
much, they will leave 

− if you train me, I will 
stay 

− continuous leaning is 
absolute 

Relationships  − personal sacrifice − personal gratification − reluctance to commit − inclusive 

View of authority  − respectful 
− understand hierarchy 

− love/hate 
− leadership by census 

− not impressed or 
intimidated 

− leadership by 
competence 

− polite 
− leadership by pulling 

together 
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